Editor’s Thanks

By The Editor, Pete Lane
2010 at O.M.C. has been a busy one
with various shows and ride outs
throughout the year. I would just like
to take this opportunity to thank all
our members who have put time and
effort into all our activities because
without your input these events just
could not take place. Producing the
club Mag is not an easy task and again
without the pictures and articles from
our members it would not happen so thank you all.

I would also like to thank Robbie Bays
for doing the layout, Chris Randell
for spell and grammar checks, Martin
Quince for printing the mag and finally a very big thank you to all of our
sponsors - old and new.
I would like to appeal to members
that if they feel they have a interesting
article with pictures then please get
in contact with myself or any of the
committee - fame awaits you! Let’s
hope 2011 is as successful for O.M.C.
as 2010, have a good new year and
stay sunny side up.

NEC Motorcycle Show
the major manufacturers were there
and there was a vastly improved quantity of accessories and after-market
parts to cover everything, no matter
what you ride.
This is the third year running that OMC
has laid on a mini bus for the day and
although lead up to the trip had its
problems, the day went off very well
(apart from taking a small diversion on
the way there). We won’t talk about
the comments that came from the back
of the bus after we missed our turn but
it’s not the first time -Keith has done it
before!

By Phil Randell
Being a little old-fashioned, I still like to
call the show by its old name, in preference to its new name of “MOTORCYCLELIVE”. The name change almost
certainly comes after what appeared to
be a very poor show last year so the
organizers thought, “new name, and
new show”. If that was the case, it definitely worked from what we saw - all

John took over the organization of the
trip this year and put a lot of work into
getting deposits, organizing the bus etc,
only to have an accident at work and
break his shoulder a week or so before the trip. However, Clive took over
from him and the plan was back on
track. Clive did have the small problem
of filling John and Marion’s seats, plus
a couple of guys had to cancel at the
last minute, but a few frantic emails and
plan changes meant the bus was full.
I enjoyed seeing the new Kawasaki
Z1000S due to be launched next year,
which looks really good in their brochures but didn’t float my boat in the
flesh. It was also good to see the all-

new Aprila Tuono V4, another bike that
I liked the sound of, but again I’m not
sure I need that amount of horsepower from a naked bike? (Some would
almost certainly say “yes”.) The bike
that stole the show for me was the
tri-colour CBR1000R. With excellent Honda build quality and stunningly
good looks this will probably be my
next bike if I change the Fazer next

year (subject to a road test of course).
There were some new faces on the
trip, which was really good to see and
I believe they all enjoyed the day. I
would to thank Clive for taking over
the trip and doing the driving, Pete for
the use of his disability card to get the
parking close to the door and for free,
and of course all the club guys who
supported it.

The Old Bakery Tea
Rooms, Swanbourne
By Phil Randell
We are always looking for somewhere a
little different to make our rides-out more
interesting and this location was certainly different.
I spoke to the little old ladies who run the
Tearoom the week prior to the ride and
made the effort to pay them a visit to make
sure it was a suitable location for what could
be a sizable number of bikers. Not really sure
what the weather was going to do, I originally
estimated about 12 – 15 would be on the
ride. However as the weather forecast became clearer the number rose to about 25,
which was excellent.
It wasn’t the cheapest breakfast, and it was a
good job they had tables in the garden, but all
things considered the little old ladies coped
very well and were extremely pleased that
we chose their tearoom for our ride-out.
Once again, good roads at a good pace, good
company and a good morning out.

Rutland Water Icecycle

By Clive Homan
Oakley Motorcycle Club has founded a
new sport called Icecycle.The team consisted of mad Michael Crow, Phil cool
Randell, Chris mass Randell, Colin ice
Jarvis and myself Clive holly and the ivy
Homan.
It was a Nov 27th we met at Rutland
Water or should have been Rutland Ice
it was - 4° and 3 inches of snow it was a
picture to see this white wonderland.We
set of all thinking this is mad but this is
going to be fun and a little bit on the edge
of dangerous.
We thought we had better take on some
fluids at the first pub we came across that
was about 2 miles from the start, a log
fire was a welcome warm up but Chris
made us drink up and back onto our

bikes to continue our journey.
There were a few remarks (are we there
yet) and (does my bum look big in lycra)
and Phil was singing Ice Ice Baby, but the
team pushed on to complete a circuit of
Rutland Water. I would like to say this is
not the end but a beginning of an OMC
challenge, we will do another one in the
summer.

The last Farewell to The Red Lion at Stevington

By Phil Randell
It was with extreme sadness that we
had to say goodbye to The Red Lion at
Stevington on 10 October. John and
Linda certainly wanted to leave in true
Irish style and held parties on the Friday, Saturday and Sunday!
John is a very active and enthusiastic
member of OMC, not only with his
participation in the Silverstone events,
lending us his marquee and barbeque
and transporting it all etc, but leading
rides-out and helping out at the shows
we attend, and of course not forgetting
how welcome he and his family made
us when our own club was being refurbished.
On one particular occasion, after a
group of us had been doing a photo
session for our new website at Sharnbrook School, I thought it would be a
good idea for us all to pop to the local
pub for a pint and a sandwich but was
quoted £7 per head which was ridiculous. I phoned Linda and within thirty

minutes we had more than enough
sandwiches and chips to feed the five
thousand, all for nothing.
The weather could not have been better for the final Sunday afternoon party,
and we had a great turnout from OMC
to give our thanks to John and Linda and
to help them celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary. We made the most of
their hog roast, burgers, hot dogs and
live music, not to mention helping them
to drink the cellar dry.
No one really knows what will happen to the pub now, but it’s very sad to
see our heritage disappear in this way.
There have been promises that it will
re-open after refurbishment but sadly
it is more likely to be redeveloped as
dwellings.
It would be a great injustice to finish
this article without mentioning John
and Linda’s daughter, Ericka. Like her
mum and dad, she has been an absolute
star, always willing to help and nothing
for OMC is too much trouble.

OMC Summary

accident adviser).
Over the years OMC has gone from
strength to strength and 2010 has been
no different. The winter of 2009 was
very cold and seemed to go on forever,
which is not good for a motorcycle club.

2010 has also seen Peter Wood rejoin,
who is very highly-qualified Police Motorcyclist and holder of ROSPA Gold
certificate, amongst other things. Peter
has put his experience to good use by
The start of 2010 has seen various offering OMC members rider training
changes to our committee with the loss days covering cornering, braking, counof Dykes John (our long-standing Trea- ter-steering, observation and forward
surer) Peter Griffin and Andy Ramsey. planning. Several of our more experiExisting member Bernice Russell took enced members have taken Peter up
Dykes’ job, Phil Randell (OMC’s very on his offer and have been extremely
own fashion adviser) was voted Vice pleased with the day.
Chairman, which left three committee
vacancies to be filled. These were filled New events in 2010 included:
by Peter Lane (our new dyslectic magazine editor), Paul East (chief photogra- February saw the launch of the new
pher and head of event catering) and Honda VFR at Grafton Honda to which
Tony Dawson (crash test dummy and the Club was kindly invited. We had a

Bring and Buy sale of members’ old gear
at the clubhouse. We also had an extremely well-attended night at the dog
racing in Henlow. Some of the braver, or
should I should we say dafter, members
attended a Track Day at the Bedford Auto
Drome (excellent but cold). Whilst on
the subject of Track Days another first for
us was an invitation to a BMW track day
at Snetterton (but not just for BMW’s)
which was laid on by Hopp Rider Training.
This was probably one of the best, safest
novice track days we have ever attended.
Although no-one fell off on the track days
it did prompt Paul East to organise a Motorcycle First aid evening which was new
for the club but is likely to be repeated.
Our European excursion this year was to
Assen for the World Superbike. Although
the trip had more than its fair share of
incidents we all came home with a smile
on our faces after what I thought was the
best racing I had ever seen, with three
British riders on the podium in both races.
Another new event for 2010 was when
Dick Peake took a small group of European motorcycling virgins over to France
for the experience. General feedback
was extremely good and those that went
thoroughly enjoyed it.
June saw a group of us go to Titchfield on
the south coast for a very enjoyable long
weekend, which incorporated an excellent day at the Beaulieu Motor Museum.
We have attended more Shows and Fêtes
over the year than ever before - the new
events being Bedford Kite Festival, Bromham Show, Twinwoods Hotrod day and
the whole weekend at Rushden Caval-

cade. Although the Bedford River Festival
was a tremendous success last time we
took the decision not to attend because
of the extremely high costs involved.
Old favourites from previous years saw
the Bush Wackers’ Curry Night Challenge, and our annual Charity Easter Egg
run. We also had our usual trip to the
NEC motorcycle Show, our Christmas
Party and not forgetting Dickie Galka’s
Quiz Night and the OMC Fantasy Race
Team.
Our rides-out calendar for 2010 has
been very busy with lots of new locations, and members volunteering to lead
rides-out with attendances being generally very good. Our drop-off system has
worked very well; Phil Randell has tried
a new overtaking strategy, which appears
to have been very successful. This helps
prevents large gaps forming and helps to
remove the pressure on slower riders.
2010 didn’t end on its usual high – the
Christmas party was called off at the last
minute because of a heavy snowfall on
the day. We hope to re-schedule early in
the new year.
Finally, our involvement at Silverstone
Race Circuit. This came about when
OMC were approached by the club coordinator at Silverstone to see if we
would be interested in participating in the
2010 motorcycle events at Silverstone,
including Moto GP, World Superbike and
British Superbike. We decided this was
too good an opportunity to miss.We also
thought it would be a good opportunity
to organise a camping weekend party to
coincide with the racing which proved to
be very popular if not uneventful. It was

no mean feat to organise this but the end
result was well worth the effort.
To conclude, we would like to thank all
our committee and members for their effort in going the extra mile this year. In
particular Dickie Galka for his contacts in
the motorcycle industry, quiz night and of
course his jam-making and grass-cutting
abilities; John O’Grady for supplying drink
and food and unique entertainment at
our Silverstone events; Marion Phillimore
for organising the Fantasy Race Team; Terry Harris; Paul East and Clive Homan for

taking time out to contribute to all the
events we have laid on; Phil Randell and
his team for taking on the foreboding task
of organising Silverstone and the European trip to Assen; Christine Randell for doing a fantastic job as Club Secretary; Peter
Lane for doing the Club magazine, helping
at most of our events and letting us use
his blue card for parking at Clive Homan’s
mini bus trip to the NEC; Robbie Bays for
his work on our website and his help with
the magazine. Finally, to Roger Bays for
being a fantastic Chairman.

Twinwoods Hot Rod Event

By Pete Lane
A few of the OMC boys and girls got
invited to the Twinwood’s Hot Rod
event. We had a good showing, with
a mix of modern and classic bikes.
There was also a good selection of
cars, American and British, with my
favourite being a stunning Ford Escort Mk1 RS 2000 in yellow (as I have
owned two of these in the past).
Paul East was our camp cook for the
day and supplied the many bacon
rolls and cups of tea for the people
who attended. We had quite a few
non-members put classic bikes on
the stand which also looked impressive.
Twinwood’s was originally a World
War Two airfield, which now serves
as a museum and event venue. It has
many interesting buildings, which in-

clude a renovated control tower and
billet buildings - all of which are free
to enter and places you within reach
of the exhibits. Paul East found this
most interesting; he would appear to
have a fetish for 1940s women’s under wear and took many pictures of
said items to peruse in the comfort
of his own home.
A good day was had by all who attended, and this event will probably
be put on the OMC calendar for
next year.

Changes at the OSSC

By Baysie
In the last 15 months we have seen
many changes at Oakley Club particularly the excellent job done on
extending and renovating the old
1980’s style clubhouse to the modern well equipped venue we now
have use of.
However, this is not the only major
change that has taken place. Behind the scenes, the actual way the
Sports Club is being run has altered
considerably.
Back before the club was renovated,
the committee of OSSC employed a
full time Steward, an Assistant Stew-

ard, a cleaner and casual bar staff.
This task was the responsibility of
the Club Secretary and the Treasurer both of whom had the necessary
accountancy skills to do so competently.
On the entertainment front, with
the exception of functions organised by us, the bike club, all functions
were planned and organised by the
committee of OSSC, usually the
same few people every time.
Needless to say, being on the committee of OSSC was usually a busy
hobby as the onus for virtually everything from wages to social activity at OSSC was done by them.
Then back in November 2009, the
new revamped clubhouse opened
with a catering kitchen. At first,
there were a number of issues that
cropped up particularly with the
running of the kitchen. However,
OSSC now believe they have turned
the corner with the appointment
of Mick and Barbara Hewitt as the
full time Stewards following the successful completion of their trial period.
The terms of employment have now
changed in that instead of OSSC
employing Stewards, Assistants, Bar
Staff and Cleaners and being responsible for paying their wages,

tax and National Insurance, the new
Steward instead of being paid a fixed
wage is paid a percentage of the
OSSC annual turnover, thereby making him a self employed Steward. Mick
is also responsible for employing and
paying the other employees, licensing and running the kitchen thereby
taking away this task from the OSSC
committee.
Thereby with this financial structure
in place, there is a strong incentive for
the Steward to ensure that the club
is busy and run efficiently which I’m
sure will happen.
The above also has a knock on effect
with functions at the club with the
onus now being on Mick and Barbara
rather than the OSSC committee to
organise innovative and successful
ones.

paying the majority towards the artistes, dependent upon the cost, and
OMC making up the difference. The
benefit with this is that the OMC
committee will only need to book
the artiste and advertise it, we don’t
have to worry about organising food
as that will come through the club
kitchen and we don’t have to worry
about ticket sales and trying to ensure we don’t take a loss on the event.
Our share to pay will come from any
raffle we run on the night. Obviously
we will not be making any profit on
events we run as there are no ticket sales and a lot of raffle profit will
go towards the paying of the artiste.
However, as you will all see from the
OMC accounts which will be available
at the AGM, OMC is financially very
stable.
As you will all know, committee’s are
run by a number of dedicated people
who give up their spare time trying
to do the best for their club and its
membership, so any scheme to help
reduce their work load is a step in the
right direction and deserves our support.
Since the appointment of Mick and
To assist this, OSSC committee plan Barbara, we have certainly seen a mato pay for a number of bands, discos, jor improvement particularly from
artistes and event nights which will be the kitchen and I’m sure that with the
organised by Mick and Barbara (Ex- help of their family, Mick and Barbara
cept ones with high costs like New will take the club to a new level and
Years Eve).As us bikers are also OSSC we wish them all the best for the fumembers, this will include functions ture.
we organise at the club with OSSC

The Manx Grand Prix

By Bernie Russell
The Smussells (Smythes+Russells)
had a terrific week in the Isle of Man
for the Manx Grand Prix, taking a Kawasaki ZZR 1400 and VFR 800. We
crossed from Heysham to Douglas
and arrived at the Hilton in time for a
70’s night. We weren’t sure whether
this referred to the average age of hotel guests or the music era but we had
a good night and were out-boogied by
the oldies!
The next day Bryan and Julia showed
us around the island, including Fairy
Bridge where you salute as you go
past. We stopped to look at tributes
left by people, including some poems
and underwear (rather bizarrely!) We
also went to the famous Laxy’s Wheel,

where you get fantastic views from
the top although Keith didn’t enjoy
the height. We had fantastic weather
which held for the whole week and
was the best for the Grand Prix for
many years, apparently.
On Monday we had an early breakfast
and made our way to Creg-Ny-Baa
where we sat on the stands by the
pub. We had a really good view from
there and one racer came off in the
corner right in front of us. He got up
quite quickly and stayed around talking to people but it later emerged that
he had broken his leg. Ollie Linsdell
of Flitwick Motorcycles was also badly
injured and airlifted to hospital in Liverpool, but is making a good recovery.

Wednesday was another early start, as
you have to be off the track by 9.30 am
for the 10.15 race. We went to Braddan
Bridge to watch from the churchyard.
The bikes come very close to you on this
stretch, literally just over the wall, which
was awesome. We made our way back
to Douglas and had a ride on the Electric Railway up to the summit of Snaefell
mountain, from where you can see England, Ireland,Wales and Scotland and they
also serve very nice tea and cake!

On Thursday we went to Ramsey town
centre to watch the Ramsey Sprint which
was a varied mixture of road and specialist bikes undertaking a timed run. One
young lad did seem to do better once he
realised that taking his top box off would
help!
Friday was the last day of racing, and we

went to watch from the Sulby crossroads
which again was just a wall away from
the road. There was a delay to the start
because of fog on the mountain. There
were no speakers set up here – but then
it was free to watch, and someone turned
up with a radio so we could still hear the
commentary. After the races we went to
look at a couple of local woodcarvings
and a huge carved structure which was
called ‘Gandalf’. It was made for a pagan
festival, re-constructed back at Sulby, and
will eventually be burned at another pagan festival. We met two marshals in the
field and managed to persuade them to
send a marshal’s vest for Keith and Bryan
as a memento.
Saturday was our last day so we had another ride round the track and ended up
at the famous Jurbey’s Junk which was an
eclectic mix of books, fancy dress costumes, bric-a-brac and junk, but nevertheless very interesting. We packed up
next day and caught the Sea Cat for a
rough journey back to Liverpool. The
bikes survived intact although one rider
suffered a bit! We had a fantastic trip –
many thanks to Bryan and Julia for showing us all the sights and making it such a
special time.
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New Year’s Day Ride Out

winding our way through Wembley
some crazy car driver decided he
was going to try to overtake three
bikes at once at the back of our
group, only making it past me and
half way past Trevor on his Rocket.
He hadn’t noticed that the road
narrowed, so ended up forcing
Trevor towards the kerb. Fortunately, Trevor had the foresight to
back off but unfortunately gave a
blip on the throttle in disgust: the
result being that the Rocket’s wheel
spun up on the wet tarmac and the
Sticking to smaller A and B roads bike fishtailed. Trevor’s pants are
we made our way towards the now a darker shade of brown, and
outskirts of London but whilst he was still shaking when we got
By Tony Dawson
With 2011 not even twelve hours
old, a few dedicated bikers from
OMC met at the BP petrol station on the A6 for a steady ride
to the Ace Café for a New Year’s
Day breakfast. The weather was a
bit drizzly and the forecast was for
rain, but this did not dampen our
spirits. Dave led, with me at the
back, seven bikes in between, plus
a couple more that we picked up
in Hitchin.

to the Ace.
After breakfast, when we had dried
out enough, we headed back, deciding to take the M1 home in order to save time and avoid getting
much wetter. It was great to get
home to a warm house and another welcome cup of tea.
It was a brilliant ride out to start
the new year, with a nice bunch of
guys and gals. Thanks to everyone
who braved the weather and came
along to join us.
Here’s too many more rides this
year, hopefully in better weather.
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